Nowadays, it is hard to imagine work without applying the principle of computer networks, and every day the requirement for high-quality network maintenance is increasing. In order to have a high-quality network; always optimize QoS through the optimization of routing protocols is required. In this paper, the scientific task of optimizing routing processes in hybrid telecommunication networks with guaranteed quality of service is solved by developing models and methods of adaptive routing. To develop methods, a system of Telecommunications network (TN) mathematical models was constructed at the levels of its morphological and functional descriptions. We used a weighted oriented graph as a structural model. Formalization of the main indicators of the network operation efficiency is carried out, which are the network performance (or its derivatives -relative and normalized performances) and indicators of the degree of use of network resources -buffer memory capacities of nodes and bandwidth of the transmission paths. In this paper, an experimental study of the developed models and routing methods was carried out in order to verify their adequacy, evaluate the effectiveness, and develop practical recommendations. The scheme of experiment, focusing on the investigation of processes occurring in the network while solving routing tasks (data gathering, RT processing, distribution, and implementation), is proposed.
Introduction
In communication networks, it is always important to understand the applications for the desired network, in term of power efficiency, transmission time, Quality of Service (QoS), data rate, ..., est. Each parameter mentioned above, requires a specific routing protocol to meet the required application needs. For example, The main parameters of the developed routing models, having a great impact on the efficiency of their practical implementation, are a value of recalculation range of the route variables t Δ and a number of the recalculation ranges a , involved in the formation of target function, which eventually define the value of forecast period t a T Δ = The influence of parameter t Δ on TN functioning efficiency is twofold. On the one hand, t Δ should be as small as possible to provide the high flexibility of response of the developed routing models to network condition: load of queue buffers on the nods, network bandwidth, and incoming traffic. On the other hand, reduction of t Δ involves a significant increase in overhead amount that is network status and control information. Routing implementation in accordance with the developed models may become impractical at exceeding of certain limit of overhead amount, therefore the minimum value of t Δ should be limited to certain value min t Δ . For practical reasons, a prerequisite for implementation of the developed routing models is a fulfillment of condition
, where tcon Δ is the control cycle duration imposed by Anastasi, Giuseppe (2009 Garcia-Luna-Aceves(1999).and Liebig, Thomas(2017) , in practical terms -it leads to a necessity of forecasting with the given accuracy subscribers' data load on the network nodes. Thereby, parameter a is restricted by the value of max a which is corresponding with the most favorable conditions for implementation of the considered routing method. Within this work no analytical justification for choosing parameter a was made. Given the complexity of analytical justification for choosing parameters t Δ and a , it becomes necessary to conduct experimental studies of an effect of these parameters onto network performance in general, the results of which are advisable to clarify in practical realization. Figure 1 . Example for sub-optimal distribution network protocol
As mentioned and illustrated with the example Fig. 1 above, the most benefit from implementation of the developed routing models is observed when using it in irregular network structures. Considering these structures became most widespread in practice, let's choose the networks shown in Fig To explore an impact of the model parameters on routing quality we'll build a simulation considering the network example 
) 0 ( U of which will be implemented. Let's assume the simulation result is precisely the vectors that will be implemented.
Thus, the simulation result for each of the options is the set of a v = route vectors defining the contents of appropriate routing tables and therefore the resource allocation over time м T . The elements of the route vectors were gained by solving the minimizing-oriented optimization problem W . The objective-functional view of W for each of the options will match its parameter a value listed in Table 1 .
Thus obtained route variables allow us to estimate the network performance (Fig. 2) by means of Elman, Jeffrey L(1990) .
and Jang(1993) , the usage rate of network channel resources in total -4) , the changes of Ku no longer correspond with the load changes. As a result, a delay of the received traffic occurs that in a real network corresponds with the queue growth and therefore the value of losses and overloads increasing, which ultimately reduces the quality of service. 
As a generalization of the obtained results, (Fig.4) shows a diagram estimating the lost productivity amount as a relative amount of data undeceived by user throughout м T for the options 1-4. Fig. 5 shows that the highest network performance is reached in case of option 1 because of the smallest recalculation interval of routing tables in conditions of the incoming load high dynamics.
Lost productivity value P Δ is greatly affected by a degree of unevenness of the incoming load ) ( To evaluate an impact of the parameter a , which is the number of the recalculation intervals of routing tables, on the solutions for routing tasks, let's build a simulation considering the networks shown in (Fig.1) Let us consider the dependence of network performance on the incoming traffic amounts and the a value. It is assumed here that
, and t Δ =10 s.
As evinced by the results of simulation (Figs. 6, 7) , implementation of the forecasting properties of the routing models improves TCN productivity by % 100
, where a P and 1 P are the network performance in case of implementation of the routing method with and without forecast ( )
respectively. An average performance increase through implementation of the forecasting properties is 14-18%. With increasing in a Fig. 7 the rate of productivity growth slows down, and with 5 > a the increase in productivity through implementation of the forecasting properties is insignificant. Since the increase in a is associated with the increase in transmitted overhead amounts, we can conclude that it is advisable to limit forecast interval to a value close to 5 = a 
Conclusions
The influence of individual model parameters on the efficiency of its implementation was investigated, and it was established that the greatest influence is exerted by the recalculation period of route variables and the forecasting interval , the choice of which should be coordinated. Formalization of the main indicators of the network operation efficiency is carried out, which are the network performance (or its derivatives -relative and normalized performances) and indicators of the degree of use of network resources -buffer memory capacities of nodes and bandwidth of the transmission paths. An experimental study of the developed models and routing methods was carried out in order to verify their adequacy, evaluate the effectiveness, and develop practical recommendations. The scheme of experiment, focusing on the investigation of processes occurring in the network while solving routing tasks (data gathering, RT processing, distribution, and implementation), is proposed. The influence of individual model parameters on the efficiency of its implementation was investigated, and it was established that the greatest influence is exerted by the recalculation period of route variables and the forecasting interval , the choice of which should be coordinated. As shown by the simulation results Fig. 7 , it is advisable to limit the forecasting period to a value of five.
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